ROLL CALL

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Minutes from August 14th (amended) and September 11th meetings

ITEMS

First: Comments from the public in attendance

Second: Lardner/Klein presentation and group discussion:

Recap of where we are in the process (15 minutes) Comments from last meeting & on existing conditions and interpretive reports and responses

Interpretive Enhancement Opportunities (1 hour):

- **Interpretive trail** (soft walking path) potential alignment and organization – Lardner/Klein
- **Recommended interpretive goals, themes and story lines** (based upon September 11 meeting) - Benton
- **Application of themes to trail** - highlighting section of trail or side trail focused on theme
- **Enhancement Opportunities for Interpretive Development**: Existing Fort Heritage Trail, We're Still Here Trail elements, Commemoration and Demarcation of African American burial sites, Arborist Memorial, Drainage/watershed issues for interpretation, Rifle trench, Fort Ward (various elements), Fort Ward Museum – potential for expansion, Braddock's Road

Next steps (15 minutes)

Present group with draft handout with two elements:

1. Possible locations for trail the approach with some choices to consider
2. Interpretive Goals, Themes and Storylines

AGREEMENT ON DATE, TIME, AND LOCATION OF NEXT MEETING

ADJOURN: (9:00 PM) TENTATIVE